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Abstract In the present study, an effort is made to

explore the static interaction of two closely-spaced hori-

zontal square or rectangular ground anchors embedded in

homogenous c-/ soil deposit at different depths. The

analysis is performed by using three dimensional finite

difference program FLAC3D. Each anchor is subjected to

equal displacement to obtain the ultimate uplift capacity.

The soil is assumed to obey the Mohr–Coulomb failure

criterion. The behavior of single isolated anchor is obtained

first to explore the interaction effect between two nearby

anchors. A parametric study is performed by varying the

clear spacing (S) between the anchors at different embed-

ment ratios (k). The interaction phenomenon of two closely

placed anchors is expressed in terms of the efficiency factor

(nu) at different clear spacing between the anchors.

Keywords Interaction effect � Numerical modeling �
Ground anchors � Plasticity � Uplift capacity

List of Symbols

B Width of anchor (m)

D Depth of embedment of anchor (m)

E Modulus of elasticity of soil (kN/m2)

L Length of anchor (m)

P Uplift load of anchor (kN)

Pu Ultimate uplift capacity of isolated anchor (kN)

P0
u Ultimate uplift capacity of interacting anchor (kN)

S Clear spacing between two anchors (m)

Smax Maximum effective clear spacing (m)

cu Undrained cohesion of soil (kN/m2)

d Vertical displacement of anchor (m)

/ Angle of internal friction of soil (degrees)

c Unit weight of soil (kN/m3)

k Embedment ratio = D/B

t Poisson’s ratio

nu Efficiency factor with respect to pullout capacity

Introduction

Ground anchors are inevitable to a number of geotechnical

engineering applications such as support of transmission

towers, retaining walls, bridges, as well as structures sub-

ject to buoyancy effects. In recent times, rapid urbanization

coupled with scarcity of land force several structures sup-

ported by such ground anchors to come up ever closer to

each other, which may sometime cause severe instability to

the structures from both strength and serviceability point of

view due to close interaction. Hence, the determination of

interaction of closely spaced horizontal ground anchors is

found to be quite sensible investigation as it might cause

major catastrophe. A number of investigations have been

performed by several researchers to predict the uplift

resistance of single isolated anchor with the help of dif-

ferent numerical as well as experimental investigations

[1–13]. However, in a number of situations, anchors may

be placed in a group to generate the necessary pullout

resistance. It can be noted from the literature that not much

attention has been paid by the researchers to determine the

response of a group of plate anchors. The effect of inter-

action on the uplift capacity of a group of strip anchors

under static condition has been studied by various

researchers [1, 14–18], whereas Ghosh and Kumari [19]
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have explored the interaction of closely spaced strip

anchors under seismic condition. However, in majority of

the practical situations three dimensional (square or rect-

angular) plate anchors are the most preferred option.

Therefore, the investigation on the static interaction of

closely spaced square or rectangular anchors demands

some attention.

In the present analysis, an effort is made to explore the

static interaction effect of two closely spaced horizontal

square or rectangular ground anchors embedded in dry

homogenous c-/ soil deposit at different depths. The

analysis is performed by using FLAC3D [20], which is a

three-dimensional explicit finite-difference program for

engineering mechanics computation. The soil is assumed to

obey the Mohr–Coulomb failure criterion with non-linear

failure envelope. The load–displacement response as well

as the efficiency factor (nu) of the interacting anchors at

different clear spacing, S and embedment ratio, k are

reported in the present paper.

Definition of Problem

Two closely spaced embedded square (B 9 B) or rectan-

gular (B 9 L) plate anchors are placed horizontally in a dry

homogeneous soil deposit as shown in Fig. 1. Each anchor

is placed with its longest dimension (L) along the y direc-

tion (normal to the plane) and loaded simultaneously to the

failure. The objective is to determine the the ultimate uplift

capacity (Pu) of the interacting anchor plates and the effi-

ciency factor (nu). The x and z directions as shown in Fig. 1
are considered as positive.

Analysis

Materials

Two different homogeneous soil deposits (deposit-1 and

deposit-2) extending up to a depth of 11.7 m followed by

Fig. 1 Problem definition along with right half of failure domain and

associated boundary conditions

Table 1 Physical properties of different soil deposits [19]

Physical properties Deposit-1 Deposit-2

Modulus of elasticity, E (kN/m2) 2.06 9 103 8.02 9 103

Unit weight, c (kN/m3) 17 18

Undrained cohesion, cu (kN/m
2) 19.4 75.7

Angle of internal friction, / (�) 25 29

Fig. 2 Displacement vectors for interacting anchors at D/B = 1,

S/B = 2 in deposit-1
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the bedrock is considered in the present study. Table 1 lists

the material properties of deposit-1 and deposit-2, adopted

from layer-1 and layer-2 of the subsoil respectively as

considered by Ghosh and Kumari [19], and Ghosh [21].

The Poisson’s ratio (t) of soil is considered as 0.3 for both

the deposits. The water table is found to be at great depth,

which is assumed to have no significant impact on the

analysis. The Young’s modulus, density and Poisson’s ratio

of the steel anchor plate are considered as 2.1 9 108 kN/

m2, 7.8 9 103 kg/m3 and 0.25, respectively. The thickness

of the anchor plates is chosen as 0.1 m to provide sufficient

rigidity against the vertical pullout.

Numerical Modeling

Three dimensional finite difference mesh has been created

using brick elements available in FLAC3D for two closely

spaced embedded anchors (left and right). In the analysis,

shell type structural element has been considered to model

the anchor plate, which is three-noded Discrete Kirchoff

Triangle (DKT) plate bending element. It is worth men-

tioning that the DKT plate bending element is a three-

nodded plate element with three degrees of freedom at each

node i.e., one translational and two rotational components.

The details of the mesh and placement of interacting

anchor in deposit-1 at D/B = 1, S/B = 2 is shown in

Fig. 2. The ultimate pullout resistance of the isolated as

well as interacting anchors is obtained by prescribing same

amount of uniform displacement at the anchor plates. The

displacement vectors for interacting anchor in deposit-1 at

D/B = 1, S/B = 2 is shown in Fig. 2. First, the ultimate

pullout capacity of isolated anchor is obtained and later, the

static interaction effect of two nearby anchors in terms of

the ultimate uplift capacity is determined at different

magnitude of S. The sensitivity analysis is performed to

determine the optimum domain size by varying the lateral

dimension of the failure domain from 6B to 8B from the

edge of the anchors along both x and y directions. Beyond

the distance of 7B from the edge of the anchor along both

x and y directions, no significant variation in the ultimate

uplift capacity of the anchor plates is observed. Therefore,

in the present study the failure domain with 7B distance

from the edge of the anchor is considered in the lateral

directions. However, the depth of the failure domain along

the negative z direction is extended up to the bedrock level

irrespective of the type of anchor, which is 11.7 m below

the ground surface (z = 0). It is worth noting here that the
Fig. 3 Normalized load–displacement curves for isolated square

anchor in a deposit-1, b deposit-2 for different k

Fig. 4 Normalized load–displacement curves for isolated rectangular

anchor (L/B = 2) in a deposit-1, b deposit-2 for different k
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Fig. 5 Variation of nu with S/B for interacting square anchors at different deposits and k

Fig. 6 Variation of nu with S/B for interacting rectangular (L/B = 2) anchors at different deposits and k
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analysis is carried out with half of the domain by taking the

advantage of the symmetry of the problem. In the analysis,

the soil is assumed to follow the Mohr–Coulomb failure

criteria with non-linear failure envelope available in

FLAC3D, whereas the steel anchors are assumed to be

linear elastic material. During the analysis, the extreme

side boundaries of the failure domain are kept fixed in the

direction normal to the respective plane, whereas the bot-

tom boundary is considered fixed in all directions.

Results and Discussion

Normalized load–displacement characteristics of an iso-

lated square and rectangular (L/B = 2.0) anchor in differ-

ent deposits for various k are shown in Figs. 3 and 4,

respectively. It can be noted that the uplift load, P of the

anchors increases with increase in the vertical displacement

of the anchor plate, d and eventually becomes almost

constant indicating the ultimate uplift capacity, Pu. The

magnitude of Pu always increases with increase in k irre-

spective of the type of anchor. A parameter, efficiency

factor (nu) with respect to the pullout capacity is introduced

to compare the uplift resistance of an interacting anchor

with that of an isolated anchor, which can be defined as the

ratio of the ultimate pullout capacity of an interacting

anchor of a given width (B) to that of an isolated anchor of

the same size. The variation of nu with S/B for square and

rectangular interacting anchors at different soil deposits

and k is shown in Figs. 5 and 6, respectively. The study

indicates that the magnitude of nu increases with increase

in S/B ratio and eventually becomes equal to 1.0 at some

maximum spacing, Smax. It is worth noting here that the

condition nu = 1.0 indicates the behavior of single isolated

anchor without any interaction. It can be also observed that

the magnitude of efficiency factor is found to be lower than

unity at closer spacing, which indicates reduction in the

pullout resistance at lower spacing. This observation is

very much unlike to that made by different researchers for

interacting foundations. In Figs. 7 and 8, the variation of

normalized ultimate uplift capacity with k for isolated and

interacting square and rectangular anchors is shown for

different soil deposits, respectively. It can be noted that the

ultimate uplift capacity increases with increase in k for

both square and rectangular isolated as well as interacting

anchors. For a given embedment ratio, the ultimate uplift

Fig. 7 Variation of normalized ultimate uplift capacity with k for

isolated a square, b rectangular (L/B = 2) anchors in different soil

deposits

Fig. 8 Variation of normalized ultimate uplift capacity with k for

interacting a square, b rectangular (L/B = 2) anchors in different soil

deposits at S/B = 1
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capacity is found to be higher in deposit-2 as compared to

that in deposit-1. This distinctly indicates that the soil with

higher density and modulus of elasticity exhibits higher

uplift capacity. The magnitude of P0
u is found to be higher

for interacting rectangular anchors as compared to that of

interacting square anchors at lower embedment ratio.

However, the trend just becomes reverse at higher value of

k. This may be attributed to larger development of over-

lapped region in presence of interaction with increase in k.
It is worth mentioning here that in a particular deposit, the

ultimate pullout capacity of interacting anchors can be

obtained by:

P0
u ¼ nuPu; ð1Þ

where, the magnitude of Pu and P0
u at different k can be

obtained from Figs. 6 and 7, respectively.

Figure 9 presents the variation of Smax/B with k for

interacting square and rectangular anchors in different

deposits. It can be observed that Smax increases with

increase in k, which indicates that the domain of interaction

increases with increase in the embedment ratio of the

interacting anchors. It can also be seen that deposit-2

exhibits higher Smax than deposit-1, which shows that the

soil deposit having higher density and modulus of elasticity

displays significant interaction effect between the anchors

up to a larger clear spacing.

Comparison

A number of investigations on the single isolated square

and rectangular anchors under static condition are available

in the literature; whereas the same for closely spaced

square or rectangular anchors is scanty. Hence, the present

results for interacting square or rectangular anchors could

not be compared with any of the research works due to lack

of availability of studies in the literature. However, for the

comparison purpose, the present analysis is carried out with

an isolated rectangular anchor resting on a homogeneous

cohesionless soil deposit whose properties are reported by

Singh and Mistri [22] as E = 3 9 104 kN/m2, c = 20 kN/

m3, / = 40� and t = 0.4. In Table 2, the magnitude of the

ultimate uplift capacity obtained from the present analysis

for isolated rectangular anchor of L = 1 m and B = 0.5 m

is compared with the value obtained from the theory pro-

posed by Meyerhof and Adams [1], and Murray and

Geddes [4]. The value of Pu of an isolated rectangular

anchor obtained from the present analysis is found to match

well with the result obtained from the theory of Meyerhof

and Adams [1], and Murray and Geddes [4].

Conclusions

The static interaction effect of two nearby horizontal

square or rectangular anchors placed in homogeneous c-/
soil medium at different embedment ratios is determined

numerically. Based on the scope of the present investiga-

tion, the following conclusions can be made:

• The uplift capacity of anchors is observed to be

strongly dependent upon the embedment ratio, which

increases considerably with increase in k.
• The amount of displacement required to attain the

ultimate failure usually increases with increase in the

embedment ratio.

• The magnitude of the efficiency factor, nu is found to

increase with increase in S/B ratio and eventually

Fig. 9 Variation of Smax/B with k for interacting a square, b rectan-

gular (L/B = 2) anchors in different soil deposits

Table 2 Comparison of Pu of isolated rectangular anchor at k = 4 in

cohesionless soil as proposed by Singh and Mistri [22]

Theory Pu (kN)

Present analysis 227.5

Meyerhof and Adams [1] 205.0

Murray and Geddes [4] 238.7
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becomes equal to 1.0 at some maximum spacing i.e. the

magnitude of the ultimate uplift capacity of interacting

anchors reduces quite extensively with decrease in the

spacing between the anchors.

• The maximum spacing, Smax up to which the interaction

effect between the anchors remains predominant,

increases with increase in k.
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